
CompareFormulas VBA Script Documenta�on 

## Overview 

This VBA script is designed to compare excel formulas writen within certain cells of a student's 
workbook with those in an official answer sheet. It assigns marks and provides feedback based on 
the comparison. 

The code: 

• First checks if the student has answered using a formula.  
• If so, the code compares the student’s formula leter by leter against an answer formula 

(ignoring addi�onal spaces or $ signs), as well as against alternate answer and common 
mistake formulas if these are given.  

• If the student’s formula does not match any of the above, it is checked that the student’s 
formula uses the same input cells as the answer formula. 

• If so, these input cells are replaced with suitable random inputs and it is checked if the 
student’s formula and the answer formula achieve the same output in order to determine if 
the student’s formula is fit for purpose. 

There are various addi�onal checks in instances where the student’s formula is incorrect in order to 
determine precise feedback. For example, the code checks if the students answer has a common 
substring with the official answer to check if they were close. 

 

## Prerequisites 

Before using this script, ensure the following: 

• You have an Excel workbook open with macros enabled. 
• The workbook contains two worksheets: "Answers" and "Student". The cells you need to 

check should be the same in both worksheets. For example, if you wanted to check cells “A1” 
and “B3”, then the code will compare cell A1 on sheet Answers to cell A1 on sheet Student 
and cell B3 on sheet Answers to cell B3 on sheet Student etc.    

• All cells on the Answers sheet being checked should contain a formula. If you also want to 
compare hard coded numbers or words then the code needs to be updated. 

• There is an op�on to place alterna�ve correct answers to the cell immediately right of any 
correct answer on the Answers worksheet. Note that an alterna�ve correct answer will be 
marked as correct by the vba code even if not listed here, the only change is to the feedback 
given. No formulas that are not alterna�ve correct answers should be placed to the 
immediate right of an answer being checked. 

• There is an op�on to place common mistake formulas to the cell two to the right of any 
correct answer on the Answers worksheet. And three to the right of the correct answer cell 
you can place feedback for that common mistake. You should not provide a common mistake 
formula unless also providing feedback. Common mistake formulas are awarded a mark of 0 
when found in the Student worksheet. 

• Note that the Ques�on Name and Ques�on Mark columns in the example Answers excel 
spreadsheet have no effect and can be ignored. 

The first figure below shows an example answer worksheet with the loca�on of alternate correct 
answers and common mistake answers and feedback. The second figure below shows the 



corresponding students worksheet with the loca�on of marks and feedback. The code in this case 
was writen to compare cells B8, B9 and B10 and further cells not shown in the diagrams. Feedback 
was placed from cell E3 on the Students worksheet. 

 

 

 

## Required edits when using the code 

You need to update the following arrays when applying the code to a new situa�on. 

• `Ques�onNumbers`: An array that stores ques�on numbers.  
• `CellsToCheck`: An array that stores the cell addresses to be checked. 
• `Feedback`: An array that stores the top le� cell address of where feedback will be placed on 

the student worksheet. Make sure there will be plenty of space on the right and below this 
cell to fit the marks and feedback. 

 

## Usage 

1. Open Excel files and enable macros (if not already enabled). 

2. Open a workbook that contains the macro code or create a new one. 

3. Run the `CompareFormulas` macro to compare formulas and values. 

4. Review the marks and feedback provided in the "Student" worksheet. 

 


